
• Outstanding stability and dike safety
• Easy to install
• Unique clamping mechanism
• Sustainable dimensioning
• Less maintenance



PREFACE 
Safe dikes are utmost important in the Nether-
lands. During the flood disaster of 1953, not all 
Dutch dikes were safe and some of the dikes col-
lapsed because a dense rock settlement was ap-
plied straight to an impermeable clay covering. 
Since then, dikes on which wave attacks are taking 
place have been provided with an open block re-
vetment constructed on a water-permeable filter 
layer. Many tests have clearly demonstrated the 
added value of these slopes both in the laboratory 
and in practice. With these constructions it is of 
great importance to optimally coordinate the di-
mensions of the filter construction and the dimen-
sions of the block setting. There must be a proper 
balance between, among other things, wave run-
up, water permeability of the filter, the openness 
of the block revetment and the maximum gap 
width between two blocks. An evenly clamping of 
the block revetment provides extra stability, 
certainly when bulging of the block revetment is 
prevented. Altena has developed a block 
revetment that takes these principles into account: 
RONA®ton. According to the tests of Deltares this 
extra sta-bility has been set for RONA®ton at 19%, 
which means that the fstab (the stability factor) 
required for “Steentoets” is equal to 1.19. The high 
value for Hm0/(D) of RONA®ton of 9.02 also 
inspires confidence.
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Standard 2300 kg/m3, different weights are options.
Mix with environmentally friendly aggregates is an option.
Standard surface in grey concrete, other colors are options.
 Ecological ECO top layer for micro-organisms and adhesion of marine algae 
in the tidal zone is also an option.

RONA®ton meets the applicable assessment directive and the requirements set by the Dutch 
Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat) for concrete 
columns. RONA®ton is accredited with the KOMO quality mark certificate. RONA®ton has been 
successfully tested in the Delta Flume of Deltares in Delft, the Netherlands (test report 
“Comparative study of paving stones for dikes”, Deltares 2016, available on request) and is 
included in the “Steentoets”, a Dutch calculation program, managed by the Directorate-
General for Public Works and Water Management, to test the safety of dikes. The required 
“Steentoets” stability factor (fstab) is 1.19 and the Hm0/
( D) at collapsing point is 9.02.

Block height Pack dimension / Surface Block quantity Open space Weight

in cm per package per package per m2

15 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2  18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 305 kg

20 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 407 kg.

25 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 510 kg.

30 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 612 kg.

35 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 715 kg.

40 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 818 kg.

45 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 920 kg.

50 cm. ca. 115x100 ca. 1,15 m2 18 pcs. approx. 13 % ca. 1022 kg.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
RONA®ton



UNIQUE DESIGN RONA®ton
The unique design of RONA®ton ensures the high 
stability factor. The shape of the individual blocks, 
the honeycomb setting of the blocks and the edge 
finish of the package, together with the rubble 
between the blocks, ensures an ultimate even 
clamping of the blocks. The shape of the corner 
solutions of the blocks, tapered cups, hold the 
rubble and ensure that the rubble on the corners 
of the block barely rinses out. As a result, the 
clamping remains assured and the slope can 
hardly bulge. This prevents the transport of filter 
material beneath the blocks. Even a slightly 
inaccurate placing of the blocks has hardly any 
influence on this effect. This is confirmed by the 
tests in the Delta Flume (reports from Deltares, 
2010 and 2016). Due to the unique design of 
RONA®ton, much of the necessary maintenance – 
the reapplication of the rubble can be omitted. A 
revetment of RONA®ton is a reliable and stable 
slope.

APPLICATIONS
The RONA®ton can be used in many ways 
as a heavy and very heavy dike 
revetment, soil and slope cover. For the 
application of these blocks you can think of:

l seawalls
l coastal and river

protection
l overflow constructions
l embankments
l harbour and canal quays

Less obvious, but very effective is the 
application in: 

l rumble strips next to roads
l traffic inhibition measures
l stair constructions
l bridge and viaduct slopes

ONE LAYER CONSISTS OF 18 
BLOCKS WITH 7 DIFFERENT TYPES 
WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPOSITION:

7 pieces
1 piece
1 piece

A    standard block  
B    fitting block right 
C    fitting block left  
D    upper block 3 pieces
E    upper corner block right 1 piece

1 pieceF    upper corner block left 
G    lower block 4 pieces

The number 1 points at the drainage holes; the 
number 2 points at the tapered cups for rubble

COMPOSITION OF THE RONA®TON LAYER OF THE MACHINE-LAID PACKAGE



PROCESSING
The RONA®ton blocks are delivered in a 
square shape, packed for mechanical 
installation. The packages can be mechanically 
placed with a standard sorting clamp, and 
follow the shape of the water-course without 
additional manual installation. The special outer 
edge finish of the packages ensures that bends 
can be made without any problems and without 
deteriorating the clamping of the blocks. 

DESIGN/ADVICE
For the dimensioning of the sloping 
construction, you can use the calculation 
program “Steentoets”, which includes the 
choice for RONA®ton, or we can provide you 
with the calculations that are tail-ored to your 
applicable design criteria.

BENEFITS

1. Safe due to great stability obtained by:
l  large, evenly clamping due to 

interlocking
l prevention of arching
l  evenly distributed water discharge
l  reduced rubble rinsing in corner anchors
l  no loss of stability due to clogged 

channels
l  no loss of stability due to construction 

tolerances (due to honeycomb shape)
l no loss of stability due to mould wear
l stable transitional structures
l controlled evasive mechanism

2. Good workability
l large machine-processable packages
l  package with a straight top and bottom 

to cover curves
l straight start and end sets

3. Low maintenance costs
l  less crushed stone loss from the 

tapered corner cups
l  rubble loss from drainage holes is 

less important for stability and 
therefore less maintenance sensitive

4. Environmental aspects
l saving on rubble
l less use of materials

5. Financial
l  an open block revetment with a filter 

layer is cheaper than a rip-rap revetment
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